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Your full-color guidebook to creating a fun, functional wardrobeFashion For Dummies takes the
guess out of dress, providing you the confidence and know-how you have to dress for each
and every occasion.Reveals how to put together outfits that work without overextending your
budgetFeatures a section focused on menswearPacked with helpful illustrations presented in full
colorThe perfect guidebook for novice fashion-hunters, Fashion For Dummies is your key to often
dressing your very best! This full-color instruction is packed with tips on creating a confusion-
free closet that works with your body type and personal design, and also navigating the
worlds of color, pattern, and consistency.
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Just ok. Great advice is certainly always in fashion!... Good for individuals who know nothing
about fashion. I finally realized a large part of it is more than likely my insufficient fashion sense
(sadly because people shouldn't be that in love with judgment but whatevs). Frances From the
style quiz (great place to start) to the purging of my closet of anything but 10's (something I
will do) the book is an excellent source of interesting ideas (the 5 piece wardrobe for travel),
informative tips (never wear white to a wedding), and helpful hints (what ought to be your
wardrobe staples).. Easy to read and moreover enjoyable to read Easy to read and moreover
enjoyable to read. Works similarly well for those who have an curiosity in fashion and for
anyone who has no idea about it. Plus, in the fashion department we're able to all use a little
help. great foundation My wife bought this publication, and loved it. She wished to know more
about fashion, and this gave her an excellent base. I am amazing within my career now that I
reside in a big town but have struggled obtaining ahead. SHE WILL NOT. Fun!Like all "Dummies"
books the book is organized in a manner that makes it easy to skip around and find the topics
that are of most interest to you quickly. I grew up in the sticks (literally in the jungle) and also
have had NO curiosity in fashion my very existence. Its also great if you are ill of the same kind
of routine or just need some essentials. She proved helpful at the fitting area at Focus on, and
started getting exceptional customer reviews for her information after she read this book. other
than that, it could be very boring and repetitive. Anyhow this publication has been awesome
and super ideal for me because I have specifics to set off of and no longer experience
intimidated. I couldn't tell from the additional reviews, so here I am writing my initial Amazon
review. Too simple Five Stars Received promptly and as described.. :) Thanks so much!. Helpful
illustrations through the entire book demonstrate what functions and what doesn't. The book is
indeed filled with useful information that unless you collect fashion books the way I really do,
just buy that one fashion publication and feel absolve to ignore all the others.! This extensive
book covers everything from personal design, spotting quality, how to wear shades and prints
in a flattering method, wardrobe building and how to dress for special occasions. After
struggling through yet another fashion book filled up with "inspirational" pictures of celebrities
in outfits that are both unaffordable and remarkably unattractive, We was positively relieved
to find the style for Dummies book. At over 300 pages long, Fashion for Dummies is usually a
smart investment for any female who is interested in searching her best than in looking like a
celebrity wanna end up being.Stephanie Ann, AuthorTHE CHEAP DIVA'S Guidebook TO FRUGAL
AND FABULOUS LIVING: How exactly to Shop Smart, Appearance YOUR VERY BEST, Decorate
with Design, and also have Fun for LESS OVERALL!. I recommend this book for anyone interested
in looking their finest. Bravo to Jill Martin for creating a 10. Eh Was necessary for a past job,
didn't help at all.. :/ Great ideas Some days I've no idea what to wear. This publication really
can help you piece together clothing that you may not have ever thought about working
together. Frankly everything completely overwhelmed me. Good, but will not address men's
fashion in all I initially started reading this book with one question at heart: does she address
men's fashion at almost all? I am using this reserve as a reference for a long period to come.
Because it really is for "dummies" does not mean anyone is usually unintelligent. I'm thrilled to go
forward and reside in my style. I understand she'd recommend it to anyone. The publication
was still an interesting read though, plus some of what she says is usually transferrable
knowledge to men's fashion. Not very useful to me. I didn't like this..
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